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Abstract—Compressed Sensing based Multi-User Detection
(CS-MUD) is a novel MUD approach applied in sporadic Machine
Type Communication (MTC) to identify actively transmitting
sensors nodes at the same time as the transmitted data. In
this context, different reconstruction algorithms from CS as well
as detection concepts well established in communications have
been adapted, but either are not exploiting finite alphabets or
are highly complex. In this paper, we focus on an iterative
soft interference cancellation scheme that efficiently exploits the
sparsity of the signal, the finite alphabet of the transmit data
and the usually employed channel coding to obtain a robust high
performance detection scheme.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Machine Type Communication (MTC) is a heavily discussed topic in wireless communications due to the paradigm
shift from human driven and mostly high data rate communication to machine driven and mostly low data rate communication. This paradigm shift leads to a long list of demanding
requirements that need to be fulfilled to achieve the future
vision of billions of connected Machine Type Devices (MTDs)
in the context of smart X (cities, grid, etc.).
One building block towards a new air interface for MTC
is the design of an appropriate physical layer that enables
resource and signalling efficient communication. Focusing on
the uplink, a massive amount of devices challenges the state
of the art procedures for communication. In most cellular
systems and many local area networks random access methods to establish initial connections or directly transmit data
quickly become a bottle neck if too many devices access the
channel at the same time. For narrow-band (non-frequency
selective) channels uplink scenarios as depicted in Fig. 1 can
be described by a multi-user detection problem [1]
Y = AD + η ,
M ×K

(1)

is the matrix of M receive signals over a
where Y ∈ R
block of K symbols. The system matrix A ∈ RM ×N describes
the input-output relationship from N sensors to M receive
signals and D ∈ S N ×K describes the multi-user matrix of
N sensor signals with K symbols from an alphabet S (e.g.
QAM, PSK). Finally, η ∈ RM ×K denotes the additive noise
with iid. ηij ∼ N 0, ση2 ∀ i, j.
While Multi-User Detection (MUD) is a well known solution for problems like (1), the application of ideas from
compressive sensing in this context is not. Due to random
access only a subset of all users competing for channel access
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Figure 1. Schematic MTC uplink scenario using a ALOHA like scheme. A
base station (BS) starts contention periods by beacon, multiple sensors access
the channel concurrently on a slot basis. In each slot CS-MUD will be applied
to detect the multi-user signal.

will be active for a given time/slot, which introduces sparsity
to the detection problem. Compressed Sensing based MultiUser Detection (CS-MUD) is a novel scheme to efficiently
handle this problem by jointly detecting activity and data
of sensors in a multi-user detection problem thus alleviating
collisions in random access. State of the art solutions either
adapt CS algorithms to communication problems, e.g. in terms
of finite alphabets [2], [3], or apply MAP detection [4] with
sparse priors. However, the latter approach suffers from high
complexity which makes it nearly impossible to solve the
massive access problem.
In this paper, we look at the joint activity and data detection
problem from a communications perspective and introduce
sparsity in form of a statistical activity model to a well known
efficient iterative detection concept in MIMO processing:
soft interference cancellation. In the following, we shortly
introduce the statistical sparsity model and some general
assumptions and summarise the outline of soft interference
cancellation. Then, we will highlight the differences due to the
assumption of a statistical activity model and derive the soft
value calculations to incorporate activity detection and channel
decoding in one detection scheme. Finally, the discussion of
exemplary results concludes this paper.
In the following bold lower case letters denote column
vectors, e.g. dk is the k th column of the matrix D, and bold
underlined letters denote rows, e.g. dn is the nth row of D.
The superscript t, e.g. wt , always denotes the tth iteration.
II. S PARSITY M ODEL AND A SSUMPTIONS
To model the random access nature of the multi-user detection problem each sensor is assumed to be active with a
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Figure 2. Structure of the iterative SIC for an exemplary sensor n omitting the iteration index.

known and identical probability of pa for the whole frame
length K. Using the general uplink model described in (1) the
transmit data of sensor n is described by the nth row dn of D
which leads to a block-sparse matrix. Either blue dn ∈ S K
contains signals from a finite modulation alphabet S (active) or
dn = 0K (inactive). Thus, we define the augmented symbol
alphabet S0K = S K ∪ {0K } to denote all vectors of length
K that are either from a finite modulation alphabet S K or
all-zero, i.e. 0K .
The system matrix A has to be modelled according to the
specific communication setup, e.g for CDMA or OFDMA and
appropriate channel assumptions. However, to highlight the
performance compared to standard CS approaches, we will
chose the
√ elements of the system matrix A as iid. Aij ∼
N (0, 1/ M ) ∀ i, j. Choosing A as Gaussian here is motivated by standard assumptions in CS to fulfil the restricted
isometry property (RIP) and thereby ensure proper reconstruction [5], [6]. Performance losses through non-RIP matrices,
usually leading to error floors [2], are beyond the scope of
this paper.
Furthermore, we restrict the derivations and results presented to BPSK, i.e. S = {−1, 1}, and a common activity
probability pa for all sensors without loss of generality. A
generalisation of the presented derivations to higher order
modulations and individual activity probabilities per sensor is
straightforward, but would complicate notations unnecessary.
III. I TERATIVE S OFT I NTERFERENCE C ANCELLATION
A. General Outline
The iterative soft-SIC is a well known detector in MIMO
systems and will only be partly discussed in detail here. For
a thorough overview, refer to [7]. In general, the iterative
soft-SIC approach follows a structure as depicted in Fig. 2.
For each sensor n and in each iteration t soft-estimates of
t
the sensor data d̄n are estimated in an iterative manner. The
following procedure is executed iteratively per sensor and
iteration, with the novel steps marked:
1) Interference cancellation using estimated soft-symbols
D̄tn .
2) Interference suppression by adaptive MMSE filtering
with wnt according to the sensor specific average covariance Φtn of the interference reduced signal D − D̄tn .
3) Soft-value processing and decoding to provide aposterior LLRs Lc and extrinsic LLRs Le,n .

4) {new} Estimation of the activity probability p̃ta,n for
each sensor n exploiting the extrinsic knowledge gained
from decoding by Le,n .
t
5) {modified} Calculation of soft-symbols d̄n and ret
maining interference power λn for interference calculation using p̃ta,n and Lc,n .
B. Initialisation
For the first sensor (n = 1) in the first iteration (t = 1)
the soft-symbol vectors for all sensors are initialised as
1
d̄n = 0 ∀n = 1, . . . , N . Also, the mean interference powers, which are required for the calculation of filter wnt , are
initialised as λ1j = pa ∀j = 1, . . . , N due to the unknown
activity of sensors which results in a mean power of pa .
C. Interference Cancellation and Adaptive MMSE Filtering
To suppress interference from all sensors except the nth
in the interference cancellation step the nth soft-estimate
component is set to zero, i.e.
t

t

t−1

t−1

D̄tn = [d̄1 ; . . . ; d̄n−1 ; 0; d̄n+1 ; . . . ; d̄N ]

(2)

The subsequent MMSE filter calculation requires the remaining interference
power after cancellation given by
PL
λtn = 1/L j=1 cov{dn,j − d¯tn,j }.
Then the MMSE filter for sensor n in iteration t after
interference cancellation reads
−1
wnt = AΦtn AH + σn2 I
an ,
(3)
where an is the nth column of A and
t−1
Φtn = diag = [λt1 , . . . , λtn−1 , 1, λt−1
n+1 , . . . , λN ] ,

(4)

which assumes the current sensor to be active.
Finally, the LLR values for sensor n are calculated based on
an equivalent AWGN model after filtering and forwarded to
the decoder. The decoder output is then used for two purposes:
(1) estimating the activity probability and (2) calculating softsymbol estimates of dn .
D. Soft Estimation
We know that sensors are active for a whole frame, which
naturally leads to a frame perspective for the estimation of
soft-symbols, i.e. estimation of the vector d̄n , omitting the
iteration index t for the sake of notational clarity. Therefore,
we aim to estimate
X

d̄n = E [dn ] =
s · p s|Lc,n ,
(5)
s∈S0K
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where p s|Lc,n denotes the probability of s given the decoder
output of sensor n. Note, that S0K denotes the augmented
alphabet as defined in section II. Calculating (5) in the given
form is quite complex, even for small values of K. However,
using the usual assumption of independent symbols due to
interleaving, the expression can be simplified to symbol level
expressions. First, the all-zero sequence obviously vanishes,
which leads to
d̄n =

X

s·

s∈SsK =1

K
Y

p(sj |Lc,n,j ) +

j=1

X

s·

s∈SsK =−1

i

K
Y

we note that calculation of Lact,n requires the enumeration of
all vectors in S0K which is infeasible. However, the probability
of inactivity for sensor n can be calculated approximately
employing symbol level activity LLRs. If we wrongly assume
symbol activity to be independent, the frame activity LLR
Lact,n can be approximated as the sum of all Lact,n,j . Then
the activity LLRs of the j th symbol of sensor n are defined as
Lact,n,j = log

p(sj |Lc,n,j ) ,

j=1

i

(6)
SsKi =b

where
simply denotes the set of all vectors with si = b.
Therefore, focusing on a single element d¯n,i leads to

×

K
Y

Lact,n,j = log
p(sj |Lc,n,j ) .

(7)

s−i ∈S K−1 j=1,j6=i

In a slight abuse of notation, the shorthand s−i ∈ S K−1 is
used to denote the vector s without the ith dimension. Finally,
the remaining sum term has to be determined, which can be
done using the sum of the probabilities and factoring it the
same way as above, which leads to
X

K
Y

p(sj |Lc,n,j ) =

s−i ∈S K−1 j=1,j6=i


1 − p s = 0K |Lc,n
. (8)
p(si = +1|Lc,n,i ) + p(si = −1|Lc,n,i )
Introducing
the
estimated
activity

p̃a,n = 1 − p s = 0L |Lc,n we finally achieve

probability

p(si = +1|Lc,n,i ) − p(si = −1|Lc,n,i )
d¯n,i = p̃a,n ·
p(si = +1|Lc,n,i ) + p(si = −1|Lc,n,i )

The calculation of the interference powers λn - see (4) can be approached in a similar way, but is very simple here
due to the restriction to BPSK
1
λn = p̃a,n − kd̄n k22 .
(10)
K
To summarise, the probabilities p(si = ±1|Lc,n,i ) in (9)
can be easily obtained by standard LLRs, e.g. unmodified
soft decoder output, without probability scaling issues due to
the ratio in (9). However, a novelty here is the consideration
of the estimated activity probability p̃a,n which statistically
introduces sparsity to the soft interference cancellation.
E. Activity Estimation

The posterior probability p s = 0|Lc,n in (8) cannot be
determined based on the decoder output LLRs Lc,n alone
as the decoder does not convey any information about the
inactivity of node n. Instead we use the estimate after filtering
d̃n with the decoder output as a-priori knowledge.
Starting with the frame activity LLR for node n
Lact,n = log

p(s = 0|d̃n )
p(s ∈ S K |d̃n )

p(s = 0)
1 − p(s = 0)
p(d˜n,j |s = 0)
. (13)
1
p(d˜n,j |s = b) 1+exp(−bL
c,n,j )
b∈S
{z
}

+ log P
|

(11)

Le,act,n,j

However, the first part in (13) is not well defined on a symbol
level due to the assumed frame activity. Therefore, we choose
to take the sum over the extrinsic part Le,act,n,j only and
consider a priori information once for the whole frame. Then,
the estimate p̃a,n reads


1
p̃a,n = 1 − p s = 0|d̃n = 1 −
(14)
1 + exp(−Lact,n )
with

K

Lact,n ≈ log
(9)

(12)

where the denominator can be rewritten using Bayes rule
to exploit decoder information through p(s = ±1). Note,
that calculation of these probabilities through decoder LLRs
requires rescaling by 1 − p(s = 0) to fulfill completeness of
probabilities for the ternary alphabet S0 . Thus, we get

d¯n,i = [p(si = +1|Lc,n,i ) − p(si = −1|Lc,n,i )]
X

p(s = 0|d˜n,j )
,
p(s = −1|d˜n,j ) + p(s = +1|d˜n,j )

1 − pa X
+
Le,act,n,j .
pa
j=1

(15)

This reflects that activity is defined on a frame level consistently and exploits the extrinsic knowledge gained from all
observations of the frame. Note that the a priori information
pa will not be updated from iteration to iteration in this scheme
but remains fixed.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
Fig. 3 shows results for two parameter sets in terms of
the frame error rate after decoding. The SIC approach is depicted in comparison to a Group Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
(GOMP) [8] assuming perfect knowledge of the number of
active sensors required for proper termination of the algorithm.
After detection a BCJR decoder is applied. Furthermore, two
oracle detectors with perfect activity knowledge (SIC and LS
filter) are used as a benchmark for each scheme, respectively.
To highlight the gains achieved by exploitation of the
code structure due to soft interference cancellation as well as
the novel activity estimation two additional SIC variants are
shown. The derived algorithm is simply termed “SIC”. The
first variant “SIC w/o DEC” excludes the decoder from the
SIC and uses separate decoding after SIC. For large number of
sensors and low activity probabilities the number of estimated
sensors after SIC will be considerably lower than the number
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M = 32, pa = 0.02 and (ii) N = 20, M = 10, pa = 0.1, both employing
a [7;5] convolutional code with K = 102 code bits per frame. SIC uses 2
iterations. 106 Monte-Carlo trials.

Figure 4. Contour plot of logarithmic FERs (exponent) vs. measurements
M and activity probability pa at 7dB for N = 128 employing a [7;5]
convolutional code with K = 102 code bits per frame. SIC uses 2 iterations.
104 Monte-Carlo trials.

of all sensors thus reducing the decoding complexity. However,
as a consequence activity estimation as well as soft-symbol
calculation are solely based on the LLRs after MMSE filtering.
The second variant “SIC w/o activity” is only using d̃n when
calculating (15) and completely neglects the decoder output in
activity estimation.
Comparing the two parameter sets N = 128 and N = 20
immediately illustrates the dependence of the FER performance on the size of the detection problem. In the larger
system GOMP and SIC seem to perform comparable, whereas
in the smaller system the SIC exhibits superior performance
due to the decoding gains. Generally, CS approaches show
better performance for large problems even at the same relative
sparsity whereas SIC already performs well for smaller problems. The major performance changes of the SIC variants are
an early error floor (“SIC w/o activity”) and loss of decoding
gain (“SIC w/o DEC”). Note, that depending on the SNR
working point and required performance the variants may be
viable complexity reduced alternatives.
More interestingly, the SIC scales vastly better in terms of
required measurements M and increases in activity probability
pa as depicted by the FER contours for N = 128 in Fig. 4.
Evidently, the comparable performance of GOMP and SIC
in Fig. 3 for N = 128, indicated by the (green) marker,
is a result of the choice M = 32 which already enables
FER < 10−3 for both GOMP and SIC. The main reason for
the superiority of the SIC algorithm here is the exploitation
of code structure due to soft interference cancellation as
well as the consideration of the statistical activity/sparsity
model. Channel coding introduces structure to the problem
which is usually not available in standard CS contexts like
image reconstruction. A straightforward comparison to known
reconstruction bounds is therefore not possible.

exploiting channel coding to improve the activity and data
estimation for sporadic communication setups. The presented
results indicate that this approach is vastly superior compared
to known CS algorithms like GOMP which are just applied but
not tailored to communications assumptions through proper
exploitation of the code structure.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have derived a soft interference cancellation algorithm for statistically sparse finite alphabet signals
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